Take yourself to the cacophony, bright lights, and frenetic pace of contemporary South Korea this year as we explore Korean culture and society in the Nam Center's third annual workshop for educators. Learn how Korea has moved from an agrarian society to one of the leading economies of the world in less than 75 years with presentations from leading researchers on contemporary Korean culture, Youngju Ryu and Natsu Oyobe, and an installation by Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industries, a Seoul-based contemporary art group. Leading K-12 colleagues with training on Korea will guide participants on tactics to incorporate Korea into their classroom and how the Nam Center can support their teaching of Korea in the classroom.

Take the day home with you
resources & references • lesson plans • DVD containing A/V materials & more!

For registration and information contact Do-Hee Morsman
dmorsman@umich.edu or 734.647.9857
http://www.ii.umich.edu/ncks/educationalresources/k14educationalmaterials/workshops